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An Inner-Outer Circle Debate Strategy was emphasized
upon as the 4th Graders lend their ears to others' views and
put together an essay based on their opinions. This debate
session helped nurture their oratorical skills as they
contemplated multiple views and were prompt at expressing
their personal opinions on controversial issues governing
technology.

In search of paleontological treasures
The Jr.KG archeologists were busy digging their way through the school sandbox in the anticipation of
finding the remains of a T-Rex or an Allosaurus. And guess what? They found the delicate fossilized bones
of the magnificent King of extinction. Laden with brushes and plastic chisels these little paleontologists were
determined to find all the bone of the mighty Dinosaur. And that’s exactly what they did!

Here are our second Graders dancing to the tunes of
Natyatharagai Kiruthika, the school dance teacher. She has etched
quite a few classical dancers who have done their Arangetram.
Tap them young says the teacher and we see them grooming to be
one.

Project "Shop Shop"
"Math is all around us, it is everywhere we go". To give meaning
to this adage, Fifth graders set up their own shop to run their retail
business. A basic understanding of commercial terms like profit
and loss emerged through this project. Business decisions about
the material cost, how to set up a shop, advertise, run a shop and
record the data kept the students curious and excited.

The fourth graders had fun playing a breezy
decimal war card game. This math game was to
reinforce the concept of decimals to the tenths.
Working in pairs, the students systematically
outwitted each other till the player with the
most number of cards was declared the winner.

Oral Hygiene for Nursery
BHIS-K has decided to set the standards of good oral hygiene early to keep our student’s teeth healthy for
a lifetime. Our professional in house dentist provided the nursery children with expert tips on how to take
care of their teeth and keep cavities at bay. He demonstrated the right way to brush their teeth and
highlighted how eating habits played a pivotal role in oral hygiene.

Proficient educationalists from Maldives visited our
campus as they interacted with our teachers and students.
Ms. Meenal Bakshi and Mr. Dinesh Bakshi were pepped
up by the atmosphere of our school and were seen
exploring our classrooms. Adding in his inputs during an
expert talk with the teachers, Mr.Dinesh suggested various
technological additions in classrooms to make teaching
more student-centric and productive.

A Guest lecturer joins ICT class!
The 5th graders were in for a surprise when they found
out that their Residential Manager Mr.Jilson was joining
them for an interactive discussion on Operating
Systems. This session provided access to another
perspective and thereby helped add variety to the
classroom routine. A unique way to jazz up their
revision sessions.

The residential students were actively involved in craft lessons
as they learned to craft some birds out of paper. These paper
birdies were seen gliding the sky as the school boarders were
engaged in some sporting activities.

Our in-house counselor Ms.Krisheela had conducted a oneon-one counseling session with our residential students. This
counseling was designed to help facilitate behavioural
improvement, academic achievement and equip the students
to develop socially. This was followed by a small group
counseling session that helped the children to empathize with
each other and discover social support through healthy peer
relationships.

